Telemedicine fighting acute coronary syndromes.
Telemedicine allows exchange of information and has therefore become an important tool for optimizing patient treatment in the field of cardiology. Transmission of electrocardiograms (ECGs) from the prehospital setting to the receiving hospital is the most widespread technology in the prehospital setting. Providing a diagnostic ECG from patients with acute coronary syndromes to health care professionals with decision-making power has proven pivotal for an early diagnosis, ideal triage, and initiation of reperfusion therapy of the large group of patients presenting with ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI). This urgent triage could be expanded to several diagnosis in cardiology, primarily the non-ST-elevation presenters. The purpose of the present article is to briefly describe the history the teletransmitted ECG and some of the recent results obtained when used in routine practice for acute triage and referral for primary percutaneous coronary intervention. Transmitting 12-lead ECGs from the community directly to attending cardiologists should become routine. Time to reperfusion in STEMI has decreased, explaining much of the observed decrease in STEMI mortality. This technology allows for increasingly complex and individualized prehospital medical care and could be expanded to a broader number of cardiovascular diagnoses.